(Mis)Understanding Wikis as a Tool for Online Teaching

Previous Efforts

Comparing Wikis to Blogs

- Blogs vs. Wikis
- Talking about what they are
- Some interesting blogs

Structural Comparisons

- Discussion board structure
- Wiki structure
- Blog structure
- Journal structure

Sophisticated Theoretical Models

A Hands-Off Workshop

Lit Review

- What are the main points we've learned so far?

Some Interesting Wikis That Aren't Wikipedia

Brainstorming

How About a City Wiki for New Orleans?

Faculty discussed and considered the creation of a New Orleans wiki that is a city wiki focused on our local community. As a result of the brainstorming, faculty came up with a few ideas:

- NolaWiki
- NolaMessenger

Social Construction

Content Form

A Key Concept

How About a City Wiki for New Orleans?
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